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I can only see two reasons someone would pick this book up: 1st and the most likely, this book is
the reading requirement for a university's course and you have to read it. 2nd, you are an educator
that is very adamant about making your teaching more efficient and effective.Hendricks goes
through a step by step process on how to start/finish an Action Research. An Action Research is a
systematic process by which an educator reflects upon an assumption or a problem on the
classroom, building, or district level. From this reflection, the educator researches peer-reviewed
literature called a (oddly enough) literature review. From the literature review, Hendricks reviews
methodological process for designing and implementing the Action Research. Lastly, Hendricks
ends the book with an appropriate How-To on writing the Action Research.While I have not read any
other books on how to design and implement an Action Research, I am confident enough to say
this: This is the book to grab if an educator has absolutely no experience with Action Research. For
all intensive purposes, this book should be titled Action Research 101.The book assumes the
reader needs all basic knowledge on Action Research. The reader not only learns the step by step
process described above, but the reader also is exposed intently to vocabulary that is Action
Research. You will learn about quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methodological approaches, the
importance of triangulating your data sources, the differences behind the reliability and validity of
research, the different types of validity, and more.This is a must-grab book for educators seriously
wanting to make a positive impact in their classroom.
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